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During the year, as many as 58 villages have been surveyed, and their archaeological importance
is given below,
A.	Sites of prehistoric importance
(i) Chokkanapalli; Microlithic tools are found embedded in the gravel beds of the river Godavari
and several of these are crescent blades and scrapers worked on quartz*
(it) Rqyanipet: The dolmenoid cist burials foimd on the out-skirts deserve excavation. Several
burials have heavy slabs placed in the middle of the circle stones. The settlement consists of 50 burials
and these are in good state of preservation.
B.	Sites of early historic importance
(i) Chokkanapalli: Sites of early historic importance occur on the way to Sri RamagirL The
area known as Peddabandalu is virtually littered with ancient potsherds. The thickness of the deposit
varies from 1 m. to 3 m. The black and red ware sherds have a slip on them. The area is
recommended for excavation under the programme of excavation.
(it) Gundala: The village widely known for its hot-springs has some traces of ancient culture on
its western side. The mounds are of a height of 1 to 2 m. on average, abutting the main road. At
the northern end is the road while the eastern and the southern ends bear ashy deposits characterised by
polished red, black, black and red ware of pre-historic period. A bi-conical bead of jasper testifies to the
workmanship of the period. The surface collection includes a few microliths probably deposited over the
mounds by floods. As the finds are encouraging the site is recommended for a major excavation.
C.   Sites of medieval period^ forts and inscriptions
(1)	Sites of medieval periods
(i) Sitampet: Three habitational mounds confining to Jthe foot of the hill on the east have
yielded structural remains besides coarse redware and grey waref pieces. To examine the nature of the
deposits, an excavation is advisable.
The locality called as Mayala Bavi in the past yielded an exquisitely carved doorjamb in
addition to few sculptures like the saptamatrika panel etc. |By the side of the find spot, there is a school
and the rear part of the building can be examined without much disturbance, as some carved pieces
have jutted out.
(2)	Ruined Forts
(i) Rekhapalli; The Rekhapalli Zamindari had a chequered history in waging wars against the
British. The remains of a mud fortification wall can be seen, but no excavation is proposed here.

